
Paminėk radiniam aprašyti buvo sukurto keturios duomenų bazės – individualiems tėtai radiniams, tėtai skaidriai, keramikai ir likučiams radiniams. Buvo stengtasi kuo plačiau apibūdinti kiekvieną radinių kategoriją tipologinių bei technologinių aspektų, taip pat įvardyti jų radimo vietas.

Duomenys buvo panaudoti atlikti stratigrafinėms ir planigrafinėms analizėms. Išanalizuoti skirtingų laikotarpinių radinius vertikaliame gyvenvietės kultūrinio sluoksnio pajėgyje, buvo gautas gana chaotikškas vaizdas, būdingas daugiausiai neolitams maišymams (pav. 1). Statistikai apskaičiuoti atskirų kompleksų radinių vidutinį aukštį, paaiškėjo, kad mezolitiniu radinio apžvalgos, o viduriniojo neolito ir žalvario amžiaus radinių atrinkėjai apskaitė aukštį. Tai įrodė, kad priminės tipologinės susikūrimas buvo teisingas. Stratigrafinė analizė leido išskirti į nūnologinius skirtingus mezolitinius radinius grupes (pav. 2).

Planigrafinės išanalizuotų strėlių atstumo analizė parodė, kad viduriniojo neolito laikotarpiu antgaliai koncentruoti priekinėje tėvinėje ploto dalėje (pav. 3), tuo tarpu lygiai retušuoti trikampiai antgaliai, būdingi žalvario amžiuje, rasti daugiausiai tėvinėje ploto dalėje (pav. 4). Buvo padaryta priešalai, kad skirtų laikotarpinių radinių koncentruotai skirtinis ploto vietose. Statistikai buvo apskaičiuota radinių, atrinktų pagal atskirus kriterijus, vidutinė pozicija šalutės – pajėga atžvilgiu (1 lentelė). Šiaulėnai apie tokią, kad šių radinių dalėje buvo aptikta daugiau stumbų tėvinėje ploto dalėje, plokščiai retušuoti dirbiniai, gludinti tėvinėje ploto dalėje, tokių tėvinėje ploto dalėje, plokščiai retušuoti dirbiniai, gludinti kurieliai, retušuoti link ašmenų ir kt., taip pat keramikos su augalinėmis priemėtėmis. Priešingai,ą ploto dalėje buvo rasta smulkų dirbiniai, skaičiuojant dirbiniai iš jų, mikrorežikų, keramikos su mineralinėmis priemėtėmis molių masėje, taip pat gintono dirbiniai. Tokie apskaičiavimai leidžia apibrėžti būdingus kultūrinių kompleksų bruožus netgi tuomet, kai neįmanoma tiksliai atskirti skirtinių laikotarpinių medžiagos.

Planigrafinė radinių paplitimo analizė leidžia nustatyti gyvenvietės teritorijoje vietas, susijusias su tam tikra veikla. Gludintų nuosakų, nuslėptų nuo kirvelių ašmenų, paplitimas rodo vietas, kur gludinti kurieliai buvo naudojami darbai (pav. 5). Jeigu teisingas priešalai, kad kirveliai buvo naudojami statybai, tai nuosakų paplitimas rodo buvusią vietą. Smulkų nuosakų (iki 1,5 cm) paplitimas leidžia nustatyti vietas, kur buvo gaminami retušuoti tėvinėje ploto dalėje (pav. 6).

Tyrimas parodė, kad naudojant kompiuterizuotus duomenų bazes gali greitai atlikti planigrafines ir stratigrafines analizės, bet kitokių statistikinių skaičiavimų. Gauti rezultatai gali būti panaudoti sprendžiant paminėk vienaluikškumo problemas, taip pat apibrėžiant buvusio gyvenvietės veikslos aspektus.
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V. Gender

Gender as a factor in the study of prehistoric societies

LIV HELGA DOMMASNES

From about 1985 onwards, there has been a growing awareness among archaeologists wanting to study prehistoric societies rather than just artifacts, that one of the few things one knows for certain about prehistoric societies is that they were populated by human beings of two sexes, female and male. Social anthropological research has shown that this sex differentiation is more often than not instrumental in the structuring of societies (Moore 1988), an insight it seems relatively safe to transfer to the past.

Some of the very first studies into the consequences of gender differentiation in prehistory were in fact made in Norway (Mandt & Holm Olsen 1974, Dommasnes 1976, Heggelund 1983), and took as their point of departure biological sex as a social fact. During the two decades that have passed, our insights have become more sophisticated. The point has been made that biological sex is not a historically given entity, and does not necessarily in every case correspond to a person's given social role. To cover the social aspects of different "sex" identities, the term "gender" was coined. Originally borrowed from linguistics, "gender", or ascribed sex, was found useful in dealing with a reality where human relations turned out to be more complex than could be covered by the male-female (sex) dichotomy. While "sex" is a biological category, "gender" is wholly cultural, and does not necessarily correspond with "sex".

Gender as an ascribed set of values and expectations is a "concept of the mind". To anthropologists, who have access to people's minds and behaviour, it is no doubt a very useful tool in ordering their observations and in interpretation. My question is: how fruitful is such a concept when material culture constitutes your main source material?

In archaeological literature dealing with sex or gender differentiation as an important element in understanding the past, emphasis has been on material culture as much as on gender, and on the relationship between the two. It has
been demonstrated how material culture often serves as an indicator of gender status, it reinforces gender lines or – sometimes – serves to negotiate or manipulate such divisions (see e.g. Hodder 1986, Walde and Willows 1991).

Symbols and meaning in material culture

Thus one set of important aspects regarding the relationship between gender and material culture has been focused upon. This focus is based on several insights. The first one tells us that gender is not given or static, but cultural and variable, the second that its content as well as its expressions are subject to great variation, and the third that material culture does not passively reflect society, but can be an important tool in changing gender structures. In generating these insights, social anthropology and ethno-archaeology have been instrumental. The symbolic value of material culture is not always immediately visible, but can be understood through the study of the dialectic between people and the objects that surround them. Sometimes the story told by people’s actions and attitudes is a quite different one from the one that is voiced: material culture then operates on another level than verbal communication.

The problem

Most of the time, social anthropologists and ethno-archaeologists are in the privileged position of having the symbolism and meaning of material culture interpreted through language. Archaeologists, on the other hand, have a fragmentary material culture as their most important, and often only, source of information. My focus in this paper will be the relationship between material culture and the study of gender in prehistoric archaeology. My concern here is not primarily how gender relates to material culture in societies, but how such relations can be identified, recognized, and understood from the study of material remains. How is it possible? Is “gender” a fruitful concept in our context? Should it be modified or specified when applied to material culture?

Gender – the concept

Definitions of gender vary. Common to all definitions is the stressing of gender as embedded in individual cultures. By defining gender as cultural, not biological, one is also defining it as something that goes on in people’s minds, while material sources testify to what is outside. The study of gender thus becomes part of the study of meaning, and we recognize the problem: how to infer meaning from non-verbal sources.

Another point in question in the definition of “gender” is its link to biological sex. Social anthropologists tell us that in some societies, biological men may have female roles or the other way round, or more than two genders may be recognized (Moore 1988). Others question that the categories of “male” and “female” cross-culturally form the basis of the differences we recognize as “gender” (Yanagisako and Collier 1987). The emphasis of the social aspects of gender sometimes seems to dissociate it completely from biological sex, which can be somewhat confusing. To my mind it also serves to empty the concept of any content. If a concept has no external reference, and no common factors to decide what falls within the definition, there is also no way to delimit its content or evaluate an observation in relation to the concept (which is really a proposition). At the same time, it seems to reflect some sort of essentialism. Despite the stressing of variety and the ambiguity, or openness, of concepts, one suspects what people are really seeking is some hidden truth out there somewhere. Once that is found it will be easier to proceed.

Generally speaking, completely open concepts are seldom functional when addressing specific matters, because they are of little help in focusing. Further, concepts based on insights derived from the sources available to one discipline, in this case social anthropology, which relies heavily on verbal sources, may be less useful when applied to other sources, even though the aim of the research is the same. In addition to exploring the concept itself, theorizing about it should serve to identify aspects that can be empirically investigated. This would entail both precision and specification. In relation to material remains, this can probably best be done by those who study them.

In empirical research based on material remains, my opinion is that the only definitions of gender that can be made operational for the moment, are the ones that recognize a link between sex and gender, simply because this ensures a starting point, however feeble, in making the interpretations. I do not recommend this because I think it is "correct" or even the best, but because I think one can make it function in an archaeological context. Lacking any point of reference outside our own experience, I think it is extremely important that the concepts are given operational definitions that make them fruitful, i.e. link theory and sources.

This does not mean that “gender” becomes a mere substitution for “sex” or an elaboration of sex differences. Even if one takes sex as a basis for structuring differences for given (contra Yanagisako and Collier 1987), we recognize the variation of its content and make this the focus of our research. In addition to the intra-cultural variation, it is important that one allows for intercultural variation. The traditional way of expressing this is that gender lines are often cross-cut by other lines such as class and race. I prefer to say that the categories male and female serve to close some, and open up other options within a cultural system. Additional structures of difference may modify the gender options.

Variety

thus becomes an important part of the definition. The emphasis of variety has important implications for anyone trying to reason from material culture to gender:
- one can expect no set relationship between the genders (or even a set number)
- likewise the relation between gender and material symbols will be subject to change
- and there is no appeal to universals in establishing connections

Take class, or simply wealth. The sexual categories remain stable, while the cultural ones change. For one thing, a high-class or wealthy person will relate
differently to material culture than a poor one, if only because she can afford expensive possessions or surroundings. Likewise, expectations and demands towards people vary depending on i.e., class. Quite often this is regulated by sets of rules.

In medieval society in Norway the houses, clothes and work of men and women belonging to different classes were described in the poem Rigstula. This poem makes it quite clear that not only do the rich live more comfortably; men and women of the different classes described in the Rigstula perform different kinds of work and have different expectations of life. – Another example of such strict rules regarding material culture are the clothing-rules of the European Middle Ages.

I thus would prefer to define gender as a culturally prescribed set of rules, regulations and expectations defining femininity and masculinity and regulating relations primarily between biological men and women. In practical life, gender differences will be seen as different behaviour patterns, work tasks and participation in social institutions. I would like to name these last ones “gender roles”. The system (or “society”) decides whether roles open to men and women respectively are overlapping or segregated. I would like to suggest that such systems are more often concerned with norms and “normal behaviour” than with prescribing behaviour in daily life. Ritual behaviour is in most ways subject to stricter rules and thus expresses the norms, sometimes by means of (gender) value-laden symbolism.

Gender ideology, norms and their legitimation, gender systems, the relationships between genders and between gender and other structures of difference, and gender roles, the way gender affects daily life, can be seen as three separate, but intertwining, approaches to gender studies. In the following, I shall discuss these different approaches in relation to material culture.

Who is gendered?

Presumably anyone who is in society. Population does not necessary equal members of society. Slaves, for example, commonly are not counted as members of society, and its rules and norms would not apply. One might say that although slaves undoubtedly be seen as sexed, they would not be gendered to their masters, with the rights and obligations this would entail. Gender is relational also in the sense that one is always gendered for someone.

Studying gender from material remains

In many societies full membership is attained only through initiation rites. If gender is a quality of full members of society, gender symbolism and genderization action would only come into full play among adults. Can children be ungendered? Is this why some analyses show that almost no children have been buried in some grave fields, although child mortality must have been high? Or is it just that they are not recognized when the skeletal remains are missing, because children were not accompanied with gender markers, like jewellery or weapons?

Now I have, for analytical purposes, differentiated between gender as norms and gender as lived, and I have made the point that gender is a relational concept. To study one gender isolated hardly makes sense, since it seems to be the dynamic aspect that gives gender its purpose. The point I now want to make is that gender studies should not necessarily be a variety of women’s studies, and can never be more than one among many aspects of feminist studies. Gender studies should be about relations.

In filling the concept with content, the archaeologist has in each separate case to rely on material remains. Most of us only feel comfortable if an association between gender and artefact or context can be established for a starting point. The only reliable way of doing this is via sex determination: skeletal remains or pictures, as in rock art. From a first association, links can be built to encompass other kinds of material or situation. One can of course, also make assumptions based on universals, cultural kinship or cultural typologies. Very often, such assumptions must be made in order to start the investigation at all.

Thus, description alone becomes a major task of interpretation. Uninterpreted, this description may well cover a wide variety of roles and gender identities, some of which are probably cross-cut by other divisions, like class, clan etc. One can easily imagine that there can be equally strong differences between the sexual roles of women belonging to different classes in a society as between women and men in the same class i.e. in a hierarchical society. The ways and extent to which one can move between other social classes may in its turn be part of the gender system.

Gender symbolism

The fact that there is gender symbolism at all attests to the importance of gender differentiation in a society. Symbols and symbolic actions give expression to ideas, and as such are products of prehistoric minds. One must assume that in most societies gender was seen as static and universal, while changes “happened” more or less unplanned over time. Ideologies served to legitimise and stabilise the natural order. The problems of interpreting symbolism has been treated at length elsewhere (see for example Hodder 1982), and I shall not go into them here. The interpretations we make, however, must be seen as interpretations of gender ideals and ideal orders.

Gender in action

or through action in daily and ritual life is probably a more dynamic field where changes happened faster. Sexual roles can be seen as enacting of part of the gender ideology, but are often modified by practical considerations, as can be seen if for example a woman steps into a masculine role in a critical situation. This is also the arena where people can contribute to change gender arrangements by actively choosing to act against the norms, individually or in groups.

Action seems to be a key word here. Archaeology is traditionally centred around artefacts and monuments as representing people’s environments, possessions, wealth etc. Only occasionally does one consider them as results of intentional actions, achievements and competence. By thinking of archaeological remains primarily as remains of people’s activity, we can also include (via
associations) among the potentially gendered sources a wide number of unprestigious remains like cooking pits, garbage pits, plowing furrows and traces of prehistoric activity without finds in the potentially gendered source potential.

The acts one learns to do, and the skills one masters, are factors in the way the environment is experienced. Hallpike (1979) uses the term "interactive environment" to show that our natural surroundings are not objective and stable. His example is the intellectual and "the man of robust common sense", both stranded on a desert island. The skills of an intellectual are of little help in survival, while the practical man! will be able to build shelter and find food. The desert island might even seem friendly to him, because he masters it. Thus, Hallpike points out, the interactive environment depends on the way one understands it, and "understanding is an integral part of action" (1979:482).

This makes action a form of knowing, a point also made most strongly by Oxford philosopher Gilbert Ryle. Ryle argues against the Cartesian dualism of the dualism of mind and body, which conceives of the mind as a separate entity, but without substance or location ("the ghost in the machine"). There is no such thing, argues Ryle, it is all a question of confusing the categories. Like Hallpike, he argues that action is a form of knowing (an activity of the mind). Observing actions is the way to get to learn another person's mind. — Since cultural remains are most often results of intentional actions, they can also be seen as a path to the minds of the people who acted, or, more technically, of inferring from the "material" category to the "mind" category. By understanding the skills people had, we should be able to learn about the people themselves and their frames of reference.

This includes gender and gendered behaviour. Substituting Hallpike's two men with a man and a woman, with gendered skills and competences, we immediately start reflecting on how this would influence their handling of the situation, their experiences of the surroundings. We assume that they were not a couple, but had to rely on the skills of one gender alone. The archaeologist, reading material culture as evidence of gendered actions, has a fair chance of learning not only about the skills and actions themselves, but of how these skills enabled people of the past to interact with their surroundings. Through the combined approaches of symbolism and action-related investigations, the archaeologist stands as good a chance of studying gender both in its ideological aspects and the practical as she has of learning about anything else in prehistory.
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Gimine – produktyvi archeologijos koncepcija?

LIV HELGA DOMMASNES

Santrauka

Lyties differenciacijos, kaip struktūrinio priesistorinės ir šiuolaikinės visuomenės principo, tyrimai pradėti archeologijoje palyginti anksči, o gimine, kaip socialinio reiškinio, koncepciją sukūrė socialinės antropologijos specialistai. Jie ši koncepcija pasirodė naudinga analizuojant reaitybę, kurioje žmonių santykiai yra per daug sudėtingi, kad būtų galima juos aiškinti remiantis vien lyčių dichotomių. Lytis yra biologinė, o gimine – kultūrinė kategorija, nebūtina sutampa su lytimis.
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